Fulfilling Your Role in SaaS App Data Protection

SaaS app adoption is skyrocketing, delivering new efficiencies and workforce productivity. But data protection is still your responsibility.

The shared responsibility model recommends customers leverage dedicated backup solutions for extended retention and recovery of your valuable SaaS app data. With Metallic DMaaS + Microsoft Azure, you get proven SaaS app protection from industry leaders you trust.

It's purpose-built for organizations large and small to reduce risks, mitigate threats, and drive stronger business continuity – all with the simplicity of the cloud. Isolate and backup data outside of source environments, meet data retention requirements, and rapidly recover data when you need it most.

Why Metallic DMaaS + Azure:

- Proven protection from deletion, corruption, and malicious attack
- Air-gapped protection with Azure storage built-in
- Comprehensive coverage across Microsoft Office 365, Teams, and Dynamics 365
- Fast, flexible and, and full-fidelity restore updates
- Extended retention with granular controls for compliance
- Multi-layered, zero-trust security controls with robust ransomware protection

Trusted Technologies from Industry Leaders

Commvault and Microsoft are committed to simplifying how we safeguard today’s businesses. For 20+ years, we’ve co-engineered and co-developed leading data management solutions. Now, with Metallic DMaaS, Commvault and Microsoft bring together our most innovative technologies to deliver futureproof data protection with the ease of SaaS.

Looking for even more protection?

See how industry-leading Metallic DMaaS safeguards SaaS App data and workloads in running in Azure.

Talk to us today!
Contact: microsoft@commvault.com
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